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Abstract
Recent research has shown that the hyperlink structure of the World Wide
Web can be a rich source of information about the content of the environment, provided that there are effective means of understanding it. However,
experience also suggests that while hyperlink structure analysis improves the
overall precision of the top relevant documents for broad and generic queries,
it usually fails to address the expectations of the users when the information
need is precise and specific. Indeed, the authoritative measure of an information source, underpinning the hyperlink structure analysis, cannot be used as a
substitute for relevance in the case of specific queries.
We propose a query-biased combination of evidence mechanism that optimally merges results obtained by content and link analyses, based on the query
characteristics. The combination mechanism is modelled using DempsterShafer’s theory of evidence, and the query characteristics are defined using
a probabilistic propagation mechanism on top of the hierarchical structure of
concepts provided by WordNet. Our evaluation experiments indicate that the
proposed query-biased merging technique yields some interesting conclusions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In classical Information Retrieval (IR), the content analysis of the documents
is used to decide whether a document is relevant to a particular query [21].
Additionally, on the World Wide Web there is another source of evidence
that an IR system can explore, namely the analysis of the hyperlink structure
of the documents. It is claimed that links within documents can be used,
in combination with the content analysis, to detect high quality documents,
or what is commonly called the authoritative documents corresponding to a
given query.

Some recent approaches have shown how IR on the Web can benefit from
the combination of link analysis and content analysis. Kleinberg in [15] proposes an algorithm which, given a query, finds authority and hub documents
in the Web. The input to the algorithm is a set of documents retrieved using
a conventional content-based search engine, where traditional IR techniques
are employed. Brin and Page in [7] present the architecture of Google, a
search engine in which for every web page indexed, a score based on the
page’s popularity is precomputed. At query time, a set of documents relevant to the query is formed and sorted according to their score obtained from
the content and link analyses. Extensions and refinements of these two algorithms are discussed in [5, 8] and [14, 11, 18] respectively. In both cases,
link analysis complements content analysis by improving precision in the top
retrieved documents.
However, queries exhibiting different characteristics require alternate combination of content and link analyses. Experience on the Web suggests that
queries on very specific topics or on topics not well represented on the Web
can hardly benefit from link analysis, because some relevant pages are not
popular, as they are dedicated to a specialized audience, and therefore, they
are not highly connected. On the contrary, it is commonly accepted that increased precision among the top ranked documents is observed for queries on
a broad or popular topic, when link analysis is performed [15].
As a consequence, there is a need for optimal combination of results obtained from content and link analyses with respect to the query. Intuitively,
the contribution of link analysis should be higher for generic queries and
lower for specific ones. Deciding dynamically about the optimal combination demands a method for estimating the query scope, that is, a measure of
how specific or generic a query is. This measure should depend on the term
frequencies in the collection as well as the semantic content of the query. An
hierarchical structure of concepts can be used for estimating the query scope.
Such an hierarchical structure is provided by WordNet [16, 9], a lexical reference system where terms are associated with a set of underlying concepts,
and concepts are linked with various types of relations.
We interpret the hierarchical structure provided by WordNet in two ways
and, given a particular collection of Web documents, we define two different probabilistic methods for estimating the query scope. Results obtained
from content and link analyses are then optimally combined using DempsterShafer’s theory of evidence [19]. This process can be seen as a dynamic
query-biased process, where each source of evidence is assigned a measure
of uncertainty, depending on the query characteristics. The focus of this paper
is the definition of the query scope and the optimal query-biased combination
of evidence.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
two probabilistic approaches for defining a measure of the query scope. In
Section 3 we present a method for combining different sources of evidence,
based on Dempster-Shafer’s theory of evidence. The experiments performed
are described in detail and the results are presented in Section 4. In the closing
Section 5, we discuss the results and the possible further refinements of this
work.

2.

QUERY SCOPE

We consider the query as a set of terms. We define the query scope as a
probabilistic measure of how specific or generic a query is. The query scope
is a function of the term scope of its composing terms, that is, a measure of
how specific or generic its composing terms are. We compute the term scope
according to how specific or generic its associated concepts are. We propose
to estimate the term scope by defining a probability measure for concepts on
top of the hierarchical structure of concepts provided by WordNet [16, 9].
For example, part of this hierarchical structure is shown in Figure 1, where
each set of terms represents a concept.
{entity, something}
{necessity, essential, requirement,
requisite, necessary}

{need, want} {desideratum}

{inessential, nonessential}

{adjunct}

Figure - 1. Part of WordNet’s hierarchical structure of concepts.

We interpret WordNet’s structure of concepts in two ways. First, we
consider it as a lattice, where the probability of a concept propagates to
its directly more generic concepts. For example, in Figure 1, the probability of concept fentity, somethingg is determined by the probabilities of
its subconcepts, fnecessity, essential, requirement, requisite, necessaryg and
finessential, nonessentialg. The second approach is based on considering the
hierarchical structure of concepts as a set of independent concepts. The probability of a concept depends only on its position in WordNet’s hierarchical
structure. For example, as shown in Figure 1, concept finessential, nonessentialg is one level below the most generic concept fentity, somethingg.
In Section 2.1, we define the approach based on interpreting WordNet’s
structure of concepts as a lattice, while in Section 2.2 we present the approach
based on interpreting WordNet’s structure of concepts as a set of independent

concepts. In Section 2.3 we calculate the scope of a term from the probabilities of its associated concepts in WordNet, and then the scope of the query
from the scopes of its composing terms.

2.1

WordNet considered as a Lattice

Let us consider an arbitrary lattice < TC ; >. We will first assign an integer
value m (C ) to each concept C , which is interpreted as the frequency of
the concept in the document collection, namely the number of documents
in which this concept occurs. We recall that the meaning of C1  C2 in the
lattice < TC ; > is that any element in the concept C1 is also an element of
the concept C2 . In First Order Logic (FOL), this is expressed by the formula:
8xC1(x) ! C2 (x).
The problem of assigning weights or probabilities to FOL formulas depends on whether the formulas are closed or open, that is, if some quantifiers
occur or not in the formulas. For example, if C (x) is a concept, we may decide that its probability is given by first defining a model of the language and
after assigning a probability distribution to the power set of the domain of
the model. The probability of the subset of elements satisfying C (x) is then
taken as the probability of C (x). On the other hand, if we consider 8xC (x),
the set of elements satisfying 8xC (x) is either the empty set or the domain
of the model so that its probability must be either 0 or 1. Our first assumption
here is to treat only open formulas, that is, formulas in which quantifiers do
not occur. It is easy to observe that according to this assumption, if C1  C2
then Prob (C1 )  Prob (C2 ).
The second assumption we use is that the document collection forms a set
of models M =< D; j=> (that is a model of modal logic). The semantics
is straightforward: if d 2 M then d j= C (a) occurs in the document, with a
an individual. As noticed above, we have the problem of assigning weights
to existential and universal quantified concepts occurring in a document. We
suppose to have formulas in prenex normal form, that is, all quantifiers are
at the beginning of the formula, that is, they are applied to an open formula.
In order to reduce this problem to a probabilistic workable model of FOL,
we need to eliminate suitably the existential and universal quantifiers. We
assume that in indexing our documents, we use only existential formulas. In
this case, the process is quite easy. Indeed, we can then introduce for each
concept C appearing in the document a unique constant which we call a
witness and we denote by pc . Then, d j= C (pc ) iff 9x : : : ^ C (x)^ : : : occurs
in the document index. This is an important restriction to the formalism of
FOL, but it is the assumption usually made to achieve tractable logic-based
IR systems [2, 17].

HCH=Hft , t g
C1 =ft1 ,t2 g

C2 =ft3 g

3

4

5

C4 =ft6 g
Figure - 2. Hierarchy of concepts for Example 1
Table - 1. Frequencies for terms of Example 1.
Term Frequency Concepts
t1

3

C1

t2

4

C1

t3

2

C2

t4

1
2

C3

t5
t6

1

C4

C3

Definition 1 The weight m (C (x )) of a concept C is the cardinality of the set
fd 2 D : d j= m (C (x )) for some individual or witness tg
It is easy to see that
concept C occurs.

m (C (x )) is the number of documents in which the

Definition 2 The probability Prob (C (x )) of a concept C is

P m(C 0(x))

P rob(C (x)) = P
m(C 0 (x))
C0

C

C0

Hence, it turns out that if we consider single C (a ) and C (p ) as restricted
concepts of C , that is C (a )  C and also C (a )  C (p ), then Prob (C (x ))
= Prob (C (p )). Moreover, if C  C 0 then Prob (C (x ))  Prob (C 0 (x )). We
denote by Prob (C ) the probability Prob (C (x )).
This is a probability function according to the following interpretation of
negation :C of C : It is the concept which is the union of all concepts not
below C in the lattice, that is :C = [C 6C C 0 . It is easy then to verify all
classical Kolmogrov properties of a probability distribution.
0

Example 1 Let the lattice of Figure 2 be the hierarchy of concepts used.
Each concept is represented as a set of terms ti 1 , and the frequencies of these
terms are shown in Table 1. According to Definition 2, for the calculation of
1
In Figure 2 the expression C1
and t2 .

=f1

t ; t2

g means that concept C1 is associated to terms t1

= ft3g we have:
m(ft6 g)
:
P rob(ft3 g) =
m(ft1 ; t2 g) + m(ft3 g) + m(ft4 ; t5 g) + m(ft6 g)
Substituting the values of function m, we have that P rob(ft3 g) = 0:077.
the probability of concept C2

2.2

WordNet considered as a Set of Independent Concepts

The second approach proposed is based on the interpretation of the hierarchical structure of concepts of WordNet as a set of independent concepts. Each
concept is assigned a weight or probability that depends on its position in the
hierarchical structure of concepts.
Let C = fC1 ; : : : ; Cn g be the set of concepts in the hierarchical structure of WordNet, and each concept Ci , where 1  i  n, is at depth di in
this hierarchical structure. In addition, let tk be a term which appears in the
hierarchical structure of concepts and has a frequency tfk in the document
collection. We also define the sum of all term frequencies as:
T

=

X

tfk

(1)

tk

The set C k = fCi j term tk is associated to concept Ci g has nk elements, its
j-th element is denoted by Ck;j , and the depth of Ck;j is denoted by dk;j . If
there are more than one paths from concept Ck;j to the most generic concept
in the hierarchy, we consider as the depth dk;j of Ck;j the length of the shortest path. Moreover, the maximum depth of concepts Ck;j 2 C k is denoted by
Dk .
Definition 3 The contribution ak;j of term tk to concept Ck;j is defined by:
ak;j

= n  ((DD ++1)1) Pd d
=1
k

k

k;j

nk

k

(2)

k;j

j

Then, we define the probability of a concept C .
Definition 4 The probability of a concept C 2 C is the weighted sum of the
term frequency tfk for each term tk for which C 2 C k , divided by T . The
weights of the term frequency for each term tk is the contribution ak;j of term
tk to concept C = Ck;j :

X

( )=

prob C

C

=

Ck;j

2C

ak;j
k

 tfT

k

(3)

HHCH=ft g
C1 =ft1 ,t2 g
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Figure - 3. Hierarchy of concepts for Example 2
Table - 2. Frequencies for terms of Example 2.
Term Frequency Concepts
t1

3

C1 ; C4

t2

4

C1

t3

2

C2

t4

1

C3

t5

2

C4

P

The probability distribution of the concepts in C has to satisfy Kolmogorov
properties. It is easy to show that 8C prob(C ) > 0 and C 2C prob(C ) = 1,
k
ak;i = 1. In order to calculate the probability of the negation of a
since ni=1
concept, we observe that for the calculation of prob(C ), terms are considered
only once and are assigned to a specific concept. In that case, it is assumed
that the negation :C of a concept C is C fC g. Therefore, prob(C ) satisfies
the Kolmogorov properties.

P

Example 2 Let the lattice of Figure 3 be the hierarchy of concepts used2 . We
calculate the probability of concept C4 = ft1 ; t5 g as follows.
From Equation 1 and the term frequencies of Table 1 we have: T = 12.
The term t1 is associated with concepts C1 and C4 . Therefore C 1 = fC1 ; C4 g
and concept C4 is denoted as C1;2 . According to Equation 2, the contribution
a1;2 of term t1 to concept C1;2 is:
a1;2

= 2  (2(2++1)1) (02 + 2) = 0:25:

Similarly, the term t5 is associated with concept C4 , so we have C 5 = fC4 g
and concept C4 is denoted as C5;1 . The contribution a5;1 is similarly calculated: a5;1 = 1. From Equation 3, we calculate the probability of concept C2
to be:

( ) = a1 2  tfT1 + a5 1  tfT5 = 0:23

prob C4
2

;

;

We could note in Figure 3 that two concepts, namely C1 and C4 are associated with
term t1 . This is a common situation in the hierarchy of concepts of WordNet, where for
example the term “person” is associated with the concept of a human being and the concept
of a grammatical category of pronouns and verb forms.

2.3

Estimation of the Query Scope

After having defined the probability prob(C ) of each concept of WordNet,
we calculate scopetk for each term tk using either methods. Let C k be the set
of concepts associated to term tk .
Definition 5 The term scope scopetk of term tk is given by:
scopetk

=

C

2C

k

( )

prob C

For example, if we replace
with function max using either methods for
defining the probability prob(C ) of concept C , we have:
scopetk

= max
prob(C ):
2C
C

k

If we consider only the second method proposed in Section 2.2 for defining
prob(C ) of concept C , we can interpret operator as the weighted sum of
the probabilities of concepts in C k , where the weight for each concept is the
contribution ak;j of term tk to that concept:
scopetk

X

=
C

=

Ck;j

2C

ak;j

 prob(C ):

k

Once we have defined a measure for the scope for single terms, we need
to expand this measure to estimate the scope of a query. Let Q be the set of
terms that form the query q .
Definition 6 The query scope scopeq of query q is given by:
scopeq

=2
t

Q

scopet

We look into two approaches for the combination, the sum and the product of
probabilities for single terms.
Assumption 1 By taking the sum of values for every term of the query we
assume that each term is independent of the others. The contribution of each
term’s scope is added to the query’s scope. Since in this way longer queries
would benefit, we normalize by dividing the sum of term scopes by the number of query terms n. A measure for the scope of a query q is given by:
scopeq

= n1 

X
2

t

scopet :

Q

Alternatively, we can make a different assumption for the independence of
terms.

Assumption 2 We are interested in the scope of the query, in which the terms
do not occur independently. Therefore, the co-occurrence of specific terms
in the query should contribute more to the overall scope of the query. Again,
we need to normalize by multiplying with the number of query terms n, since
short queries would benefit by this approach. A measure for the scope of a
query q is given by:
scopeq

Y

= n

2

t

3.

scopet :

Q

COMBINATION OF EVIDENCE

The combination of two sources of evidence, such as the content analysis
and the link analysis, can be modelled using Dempster-Shafer’s theory of
evidence. This theory introduces the concept of uncertainty in the process
of merging different sources of evidence, extending in this way the classical
probability theory. Aggregation of different sources of evidence according to
a measure of uncertainty is captured by Dempster’s combination rule [19].
This combination rule is independent of the order in which evidence is gathered.
According to this theory, the set of elements  = f1 ; : : : ; n g in which
we are interested is called the frame of discernment. The measure of uncertainty is based on a probability mass function m that assigns zero mass to the
empty set, and a value in [0; 1] to each element of 2 , the power set of , so
that:

X



( )=1

m A

A

Since we deal with the power set of , which contains not only the base
propositions, but all the possible subsets of the set of all base propositions,
we can assign the probability mass as we wish, ignoring details we do not
know about. Thus, a measure of uncertainty, m() can be modelled as the
probability mass we are unable to assign to any particular subset of . If
A   and m(A) > 0, then A is called a focal point. The focal points
define a body of evidence. Given a body of evidence with a probability mass
function m, we can compute the total belief given to a subset A of 2 with
the belief function defined upon m:

( )=

Bel A

X
B



A

( )

m B

When two bodies of evidence are defined in the same frame of discernment, we can combine them using Dempster’s combination rule, under the
condition that the two bodies are independent of each other. Let m1 , m2 be
the probability mass functions of the two independent bodies of evidence, defined in the frame of discernment . The probability mass function m defines
a new body of evidence in the same frame of discernment  as follows:

( ) = m1P m2(A)
2 (C ) A; B; C  
= 1 P\ = mm1 (B(B) ) m
 m (C )

m A

B

C

B

A

\ =; 1

(4)

2

C

The rule of combination of evidence returns a measure of agreement between two bodies of evidence. The division normalizes the new distribution
by re-assigning any probability mass which is assigned to the empty set ;, by
the combination. The corresponding belief function can be easily computed
from the mass function m.
Coming back to an IR perspective, the frame of discernment  will be the
set of Web documents in the collection, i.e.  = fd1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dn g, where di
is a document of the collection. The scoring functions for the content analysis
and the link structure analysis are considered to be the bodies of evidence that
will be combined into a single body of evidence in the frame of discernment
.
The above combination of evidence is generally computationally expensive. Following [4, 13, 12], we reduce the exponential requirement introduced by the use of the power set 2 , to a particular case where we have
positive evidence for singleton hypotheses only. Hence, we assume that the
focal elements of our two initial mass functions m1 and m2 are the singleton
hypotheses and the frame , that is, we have positive belief for fd1 g, fd2 g,
. . . ,fdn g and  only. We denote by m1 () and m2 () the uncertainties in
the bodies of evidence m1 and m2 . Hence, the orthogonal sum m1  m2 , say
m, can be computed using the combination method in Equation 4:

(f g) =
m1 (fd g)  m2 (fd g) + m1 ()  m2 (fd g) + m1 (fd g)  m2 ()
1 Pf g\f g=; m1(fd g)  m2 (fd g)

m di

i

i

i

dk

k

dj

i

(5)

j

The denominator in the above equation is a normalizing factor and is independent of fdi g. Hence, it is not necessary to compute in the ranking process
and the above equation can be written as:

(f g) / m1(fd g)  m2 (fd g) + m1()  m2 (fd g)+
m1 (fd g)  m2 ()

m di

i
i

i

i

(6)

or more simply:

( ) / m1 (d)  m2 (d) + m1()  m2 (d) + m1(d)  m2()

m d

(7)

Equation 7 is used to compute combined degrees of belief and is computationally much less expensive than the Dempster’s combination rule given in
Equation 4.
In our special case, the Dempster’s simplified combination rule of Equation 7 for aggregating the ranked lists lc and ll obtained from content and link
analyses respectively yields the following formula:

8 m( )(d/)  m (d) + m (d)  m () + m ()  m (d)
><
m (d)  m ()
>: m ()  m (d)
0

mc;l d

c

l

c

l

c

c

l

l

c

l

2 (l \ l )
2 (l l )
2 (l l )
otherwise

d
d
d

c

l

c

l

l

c

where mc , ml and mc;l denote the bodies of evidence for the content analysis,
the link analysis, and the combination of content and link analyses respectively. Since in our combination mechanism, each list lc and ll contains all
the documents, we can omit the last three cases.
In order to use the Dempster’s combination rule of Equation 7, we need
to assign to each source of evidence a measure of uncertainty. We propose
to assign this measure automatically based on the scope of the query. The
idea is to optimise the measures of uncertainty mc () and ml (), so that we
obtain the best combined ranking of the two initial sources of evidence.
As defined in Section 2, the scope of a query q , scopeq is a measure
of specificity or generality of the query q . For specific queries, or queries
0, while
on topics not adequately represented in the collection, scopeq
for generic queries, or queries on topics well represented in the collection
scopeq
1. Therefore, we propose that the uncertainty assigned to the
content-related body of evidence mc be mc () = scopeq , while the uncertainty assigned to the link-related body of evidence ml be ml () = 1
scopeq . The explanation is that for specific queries, i.e. when mc () =
scopeq
0, the content analysis is a more trustful source of evidence than
the link structure analysis. Hence, its associated uncertainty is very low, compared to the high ml () = 1 scopeq uncertainty value associated to the
body of evidence ml , and vice-versa.
To summarize the whole dynamic process, the probability mass function
mc;l assigned by combining the probability mass functions mc and ml could
be defined as follows:

;

;

;

( ) / m (d)  m (d) + (1

mc;l d

4.

c

l

scopeq

)  m (d) + scope  m (d)
c

q

l

(8)

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate our combination of evidence proposed mechanism, we conduct
experiments involving content and link analyses combined as described in
Section 3 (Equation 8). For indexing our testing collection, the WT10g collection used for TREC10 [3], a classical stop word list is used and no stemming is applied [21]. The queries and the relevance assessments used are
the ones supplied for TREC10. More specifically, we use only the provided
query titles, since the number of terms in the query titles is closer to the average number of terms in queries submitted by users in the Web, as reported in
[20]. For the mapping of terms to concepts, we use the hierarchical structure
of concepts provided by WordNet. We use only the hierarchy of concepts
associated to nouns following [6]. We evaluate results in terms of the average
precision and precision at recall of 1; 5 and 10 retrieved documents.
Our system consists of a module for content analysis and a module for
link analysis. For the content-related module we use the probabilistic framework described in [1]. More specifically, we employ the weighting scheme,
which returned the best results for the content analysis on the WT10g collection. Our link analysis module is based on a novel probabilistic approach3
where each document is assigned a precomputed score corresponding to its
popularity, similarly to PageRank [7]. For creating the combined result list,
the set of the 1000 top ranked documents is formed, taking into account only
the results from the content analysis. Then the relevance of each document in
that set is re-computed according to the combination mechanism we defined
in Section 3 (Equation 8).
Based on these preliminary results, we consider the content analysis module alone as our baseline system. We just combine the results obtained from
content and link analyses using constant values of uncertainty in Dempster’s
combination rule (Equation 8). The levels of uncertainty we assigned to the
content analysis are 0:5, 0:25, 0:05, and the corresponding levels of uncertainty we assigned to link analysis are 0:5, 0:75, 0:95 respectively (Table 3).
The introduction of the combination of evidence mechanism does not improve the performance, compared to the baseline system. However, as the
level of uncertainty decreases for the content analysis and increases respectively for the link analysis, the average precision, as well as the precision at
recall of 1; 5 and 10 documents increases.
3

This probabilistic approach to link analysis is currently under development in our group.

Table - 3. Results for the baseline and combination with constant measure of uncertainty.
Experiment
Av. Precision Prec. at 1 Prec. at 5 Prec. at 10
Baseline
DSCL(0.50, 0.50)

0.1907
0.0847

0.4800
0.4000

0.3760

0.3240

0.2520

0.2200

DSCL(0.25, 0.75)

0.0980

0.4200

0.2480

0.2260

DSCL(0.05, 0.95)

0.1134

0.4200

0.2640

0.2260

Table - 4. Results for baseline and combination with query-biased measure of uncertainty.
Experiment
Av. Precision Prec. at 1 Prec. at 5 Prec. at 10
Baseline

0.1907

0.4800

0.3760

0.3240

DSLA-SUMT

0.1100

0.4200

0.2640

0.2280

DSLA-PRDT

0.1156

0.4200

0.2680

0.2300

DSIA-SUMT

0.1149

0.4200

0.2680

0.2300

DSIA-PRDT

0.1161

0.4200

0.2600

0.2240

Following, we replace the constant value of uncertainty assigned to each
source of evidence with a measure of uncertainty based on the query scope,
as defined in Section 2. LA denotes the approach based on the interpretation
of the structure of concepts as a lattice, while the approach based on the
interpretation of the structure of concepts as a set of independent concepts is
denoted by IA. Moreover, for combining the probabilities of concepts into a
value corresponding to the term scope, we used the maximum function for
LA, and a weighted sum of the probabilities of concepts for IA. For each of
the two approaches, we tested both the sum (SUMT) and the product (PRDT)
of the term scopes of single terms to calculate the query scope (Table 4).
The results obtained are still lower than those obtained by using the baseline
system. However, the introduction of the query-biased measure of uncertainty
results in a small improvement over the combination of evidence based on
constant-levels of uncertainty.
Following, we investigate the causes of the decrease in precision resulting
from the introduction of the combination of evidence mechanism. Starting
form Equation 8 in Section 3, we test separately two cases. In the first case,
denoted by PD, Equation 8 is replaced by the product of the probability mass
functions of the content-related and the link-related bodies of evidence:
mc;l

= m (d)  m (d)
c

l

In the second case, denoted by WS, Equation 8 is replaced by the weighted
sum of the probability mass functions of the content-related and the linkrelated bodies of evidence, where the weights in the summation are the uncer-

Table - 5. Results for baseline and parts of Dempster-Shafer with query scope.
Experiment
Av. Precision Prec. at 1 Prec. at 5 Prec. at 10
Baseline
PD

0.1907
0.0866

0.4800
0.4000

0.3760
0.2520

0.3240
0.2200

WSCL(0.05, 0.95)

0.1827

0.5200

0.3600

0.3160

WSLA-SUMT

0.1763

0.5200

0.3720

0.3120

WSLA-PRDT

0.1828

0.5000

0.3600

0.3120

WSIA-SUMT

0.1864

0.5600

0.3600

0.3160

WSIA-PRDT

0.1889

0.5400

0.3800

0.3220

tainty of the link-related body of evidence and the uncertainty of the contentrelated body of evidence respectively:
mc;l

= m (d)  m () + m ()  m (d)
c

l

c

l

For the latter case, we test a constant measure of uncertainty and a querybiased measure of uncertainty. We employ both approaches defined in Section 2 for calculating the query scope (LA, IA), using both the product and
the sum of term scopes (SUMT, PRDT). The results are shown in Table 5.
If we compare the performance of the system using the product of scores
returned from content and link analyses (PD) to our baseline system, we obtain a similar decrease in performance as in the cases where the Dempster’s
combination rule (Equation 8) was used. This decrease of performance can
be attributed to the fact that a relevant document might not be highly connected in the Web graph, resulting into a low score from the link analysis.
Therefore, the product of scores in the Dempster’s combination rule (Equation 8) introduces a level of noise when relevant documents are not also popular. However, by using only the weighted sum of scores from content and
link analyses, we obtain a similar level of precision to that of the baseline
system. Moreover, in all cases, an improvement in the precision of the top
retrieved document is achieved, which varies from 4% to 8%, and for the
case of WSIA-PRDT we get approximately the same level of precision at 5
documents.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a query-biased combination of evidence mechanism
for the Web. We propose two methods for estimating probabilistically the
scope of a query, based on the query’s term frequencies in the document
collection and the semantic interpretation of the query according to WordNet. We merge the ranked lists obtained from content and link analyses using

Dempster-Shafer’s theory of evidence, by assigning to each source of evidence a measure of uncertainty based on the query scope.
The experiments conducted show that our proposed methods do not work
well when Dempster’s combination rule is used for the combination of evidence. The results are more promising when the query scope is used as a
weighting factor in a linear combination of the sources of evidence, showing
that potentially, we can increase the precision among the top ranked documents. Also, TREC10 experiments reported in [22, 10] show that a combination of content and link analyses does not outperform systems using only
content analysis and this is attributed to the structure of the WT10g collection. We also believe that the link structure of the WT10g collection does not
adequately represent the actual link structure of the Web, and therefore this
collection does not favour the application of link analysis.
In future work we will test the proposed methods using other document
collections, which represent better the Web in its current state. We will seek
ways to incorporate a hierarchical structure based only on the document collection. We also intent to examine the results in a per query basis in order
to specify the characteristics of queries that benefit from the query-biased
combination of evidence mechanism.
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